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Abstract: Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been quite successful in solving many complex learning
problems. However, DNNs tend to have a large number of learning parameters, leading to a large
memory and computation requirement. In this paper, we propose a model compression framework
for efficient training and inference of deep neural networks on embedded systems. Our framework
provides data structures and kernels for OpenCL-based parallel forward and backward computation
in a compressed form. In particular, our method learns sparse representations of parameters using
`1 -based sparse coding while training, storing them in compressed sparse matrices. Unlike the
previous works, our method does not require a pre-trained model as an input and therefore can be
more versatile for different application environments. Even though the use of `1 -based sparse coding
for model compression is not new, we show that it can be far more effective than previously reported
when we use proximal point algorithms and the technique of debiasing. Our experiments show that
our method can produce minimal learning models suitable for small embedded devices.
Keywords: compressed learning; regularization; proximal point algorithm; debiasing; embedded
systems; OpenCL

1. Introduction
Modern deep neural networks (DNNs) tend to have growing numbers of parameters, which are
often unavoidable to solve complex learning problems in computer vision [1], speech recognition [2],
and natural language processing problems [3]. For example, the number of parameters of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) for computer vision tasks has grown. Compared to the first CNN, Lenet-5 [4],
which contains less than 1M parameters, recent networks such as AlexNet [1] (60M) and VGG16 [5]
(138M) consist of a much larger number of parameters.
Some networks have been optimized for their size, for example, GoogleNet (also known as
Inception v1) [6], the winning method of ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
in 2014, only has 6.7M parameters, a surprisingly smaller number compared to the previous winners
(AlexNet [1] in 2012, ZFNet [7] in 2013). However, new versions of GoogleNet such as BN-Inception [8],
Inception v2 and v3 [9], and Inception v4 [10] tend to become larger for better prediction accuracy,
for example, Inception v4 contains about 80M parameters. ResNet-152 [11], the winner of ILSVRC
2015 defeating Inception v3, contains 60M parameters. Other examples include Deepfaces [12] (120M
parameters) and DNNs on high-performance computing systems [13] (10B parameters).
Large numbers of learning parameters, however, make it preventive to learn and apply machine
learning models on small devices, e.g., smartphones, embedded computers, and wearable devices,
where memory, computation, and energy consumption can be restricted. In addition, a large number
of parameters may lead to overfitting, a phenomenon in machine learning that a complex and large
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machine learning model fits training data too much and its generalization performance on future
data decreases as a result [14]. Therefore, compressing large machine learning models is an essential
consideration for the training and the deployment of them in application environments such as edge
computing [15] with small computation devices.
1.1. Related Work
The main idea of model compression is to reduce the effective number of parameters to be
stored and computed. One of the classical ideas for DNN model compression is to use a low-rank
approximation of weight matrices. This technique has been applied successfully in scene text character
recognition [16], and later improved and extended for larger DNNs [17–19], reducing memory
consumption and computational cost. However, these approaches work on fixed network architecture,
requiring reiterations of decomposition, training, fine-tuning, and cross-validation.
1.1.1. Network Pruning
For the model compression of DNNs, network pruning is probably the most popular approach,
which tries to remove irrelevant neural connections associated with weight values below a certain
threshold. In biased weight decay [20], hyperbolic and exponential biases were introduced to the
pruning objective, where brain damage [21] and brain surgeon [22] used information from the Hessian
of the loss function.
More recently, Han et al. [23] suggested a network pruning approach with retraining, which
performs weight training, network pruning, and then another round of weight training (retraining).
The final retraining is done only for the connections not removed during the pruning step, in order
to eliminate statistical bias caused by network pruning. The authors reported that pruning with `2
regularization and retraining was the most successful regarding prediction accuracy, compared to `1
and `2 regularization alternatives with and without retraining. This method has further developed
into deep compression [24], which adds two extra steps after pruning: weight quantization and the
Huffman encoding. This method has been followed-up with more emphasis on compressing weights
in convolutional layers, using structured sparsity regularization to induce structured sparsity in rows,
columns, channels, and filters [25,26].
1.1.2. Network Pruning as Optimization
Since network pruning can be achieved by adding a regularization term in the training objective
function, model compression by network pruning can be considered in terms of optimization problems.
For example, stochastic optimization algorithms for `1 regularization problems [27,28] have been
applied to CNN model compression [29]. The forward-backward splitting algorithms in these works
are closely related to our proximal point algorithms [30] to be discussed later, but only classical
stochastic gradient descent has been considered in the previous work, whereas we consider more
advanced training algorithms for neural networks such as RMSProp [31] and ADAM [32].
The state-of-the-art network pruning approach [33] considers reforming the network pruning
into constrained optimization problems, solving them using the augmented Lagrangian method, also
known as the method of multipliers [34,35]. Our proposed method also considers the penalized
optimization problem as in this approach, with an important distinction that we use proximal point
algorithms [30] which comes with clear benefits: lower memory consumption and faster convergence,
as we show later.
Other works in model compression include guiding compression with side information such as
network latency provided in forms of optimization constraints [36], designing network architecture
using reinforcement learning (e.g., NAS [37] and NASNet [38]), and tuning parameters that trade-off
model size and prediction accuracy automatically [39]. We refer to Cheng et al. [40] for a more detailed
survey of DNN model compression.
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1.2. Contribution
Even though there are quite a few works on model compression for deep neural networks,
we found that they may not be well suited for learning and inference with DNNs in small
embedded systems:
•

•

Full model training is required prior to model compression: in network pruning [23,24], including
the state-of-the-art method [33], and low-rank approximation [16–19], full models have to be
trained first, which would be too burdensome to run on small computing devices. In addition,
compression must be followed by retraining or fine-tuning steps with a substantial number of
training iterations, since, otherwise, the compressed models tend to show impractically low
prediction accuracy, as we show in our experiments.
Platforms are restricted: existing approaches [23–25] have been implemented and evaluated
mainly on CPUs because sparse weight matrices produced by model compression typically have
irregular nonzero patterns and therefore are not suitable for GPU computation. In Wen et al. [25],
some evaluations have been performed on GPUs, but it was implemented with a proprietary
sparse matrix library (cuSPARSE) only available on the NVIDIA platforms (Santa Clara, CA, USA).
He et al. [39] considered auto-tuning of model compression experimented on NVIDIA GPU and
a mobile CPU on Google Pixel-1 (Mountain View, CA, USA), yet without discussion on how to
implement them efficiently on embedded GPUs.

In this paper, we provide a model compression method for deep neural networks based on
`1 -regularized optimization, often referred to as sparse coding [41,42]. Application of `1 -based
regularization for DNNs is not entirely new; however, we discuss that it can be far more effective
than previously reported. In particular, we apply `1 -based sparse coding with (i) proximal operators,
which induce explicit sparsity in learning weights during training. In addition, it is followed by a (ii)
debiasing step, which tries to reduce estimation bias due to sparse coding: we discuss that this technique
allows us to compress DNNs further without sacrificing prediction accuracy much. While inducing
sparsity on learning weights, we also store sparse weights in (iii) compressed data structures, being able
to compute forward and backward passes with compressed weights on any (iv) OpenCL-capable devices,
e.g., mobile GPUs such as ARM Mali-T880 (Cambridge, UK).
2. Method
In this section, we describe the details of our method in which network pruning is considered as an
`1 -regularized optimization problem, i.e., sparse coding, where we aim to find a sparse representation
of observations, sometimes also looking for good basis functions for such a representation (this
particular task is called dictionary learning [43]). The idea of sparse coding has been applied in various
fields of research, i.e., sparse regression in statistics (e.g., [44]), compressed sensing in signal processing
(e.g., [45–47]), matrix completion in machine learning (e.g., [48]), just to name a few.
In our approach, we apply sparse coding for model compression, to find a sparse optimal weight
parameters containing as many zero values as possible whenever the associated neural connections in
a deep neural network are irrelevant for making an accurate prediction.
2.1. Sparse Coding in Training
To describe our method formally, let us suppose that we train a deep neural network with n
examples, {( xi , yi )}in=1 , where xi ∈ Rd is an input vector and yi ∈ R (regression) or yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K }
(classification) is the corresponding outcome. In training, we obtain the optimal weight w∗ ∈ R p by
solving the following optimization problem:
w∗ ∈ arg min
w ∈R p

1
n

n

∑ `(w; xi , yi ).

i =1
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Here, `(w; xi , yi ) is the loss function describing the gap between the prediction made by the neural
net and the desired outcome. In sparse coding, we add a regularizer Ψ(w) to the objective function
and solve a modified training problem:
1
n

w∗ ∈ arg min
w ∈R p

n

∑ `(w; xi , yi ) + Ψ(w).

(1)

i =1

We use the `1 -norm Ψ(w) = λkwk1 for our method in particular, where λ > 0 is a hyperparameter
that controls the rate of model compression (the larger λ is, the resulting model will be more
compressed as more weight values will set to the zero value).
Note that the use of `1 -regularizer by itself does not automatically lead to sparse coding. We
need an explicit mechanism that sets weight values to the zero value while solving Equation (1). The
mechanism is called a proximal operator.
2.2. Proximal Operators
When we solve the training problem (1) for a deep neural network with a large dataset, the most
popular optimization algorithms include stochastic subgradient descent [49] and its variants such
as AdaGrad [50], RMSProp [31], and ADAM [32]. These methods use small subsamples of training
examples B ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, called minibatches, to construct stochastic subgradients in forms of:
g ( w ) : = g B ( w ) + ∇ Ψ ( w ),
where gB (w) := | B1 | ∑i∈ B ∇`(w; xi , yi ) and ∇Ψ(w) is a subgradient of Ψ(w). If we use the subgradient
g(w) which includes the part ∇Ψ(w) from the regularizer for updating learning parameters w, it is
unlikely that any updated weight value will be precisely the zero value, even though some values
might be close to zero.
Instead, we consider a mechanism to set the weight values to the exact zero value whenever
necessary, by means of the so-called proximal operator of a convex function Ψ(·). Given a vector
z ∈ R p , the proximal operator of z with respect to Ψ is defined as
proxΨ (z) := arg min
w ∈R p

1
kw − zk22 + Ψ(w).
2

When Ψ(w) = λkwk1 , the regularizer we use for sparse coding, the proximal operator can be
computed in a closed form independently for each component,

[proxΨ (z)]i = sgn(zi ) max{|zi | − λ, 0}, i = 1, . . . , p.
This operator is also known as the soft-thresholding operator [51].
2.3. Optimization Algorithm
When the number of training examples n is not too large, say n ∼ 10k, we can solve the training
problem with sparse coding (1) using proximal gradient descent [30,52], which updates the weight
vector at the kth iteration by:


wk+1 ← proxηΨ wk − ηG (wk ) .
Here, η > 0 is the learning rate and G (wk ) is the full gradient involving all training examples,
G (wk ) :=

1
n

n

∑ ∇`(wk ; xi , yi ).

i =1

The proximal gradient descent algorithm is capable of solving the regularized training problem (1)
with Ψ(w) = λkwk1 , while optimally fixing irrelevant weights in w ∈ R p to the exact zero value.
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However, it will be too costly to use the method for large n, since it will require n back-propagation
steps to compute the ∇`(wk ; xi , yi ) for all training examples in each update.
We suggest to use a minibatch gradient gB (w) in the proximal operator so that the update will be:


wk+1 ← proxηΨ wk − ηgB (wk ) .

(2)

Due to the stochasticity in minibatch gradients, the behavior of the proximal gradient algorithm
based on the update (2) will become less predictable, but some convergence results are available for the
algorithm [53–55] (under the assumption that the loss function ` is convex and Lipschitz continuous in
w, the objective function value converges to the optimal value with the rate O(k−1/2 ) in expectation).
We further consider the update (2) within the RMSProp [31] and ADAM [32] algorithms, arguably
the two most popular methods for training deep neural networks. RMSProp uses adaptive learning
rates computed differently on gradient components, while ADAM combines the idea of adaptive
learning rates and that of the momentum method [56] to improve convergence and to escape saddle
points. We integrate proximal operators with RMSProp and ADAM: the resulting algorithms are
called Prox-RMSProp (Algorithm 1) and Prox-ADAM (Algorithm 2). We can conjecture that the
search directions produced by Prox-ADAM will be more stable than those of Prox-RMSProp since the
former uses compositions of minibatch gradients and momentum directions, not just noisy minibatch
gradients as in the latter. We show in experiments that the behavior of Prox-ADAM is indeed more
stable than that of Prox-RMSProp.
Algorithm 1. Prox-RMSProp Algorithm
Input: a learning rate η, a safeguard parameter e > 0, β ∈ [0, 1): a decay rate
Initialize the weight vector w ∈ R p ;
v ← 0 (Init. 1st moment vector);
t ← 0 (Init. timestep);
while wt not converged do
t ← t + 1;
Compute a minibatch gradient: gt ← gB (wt−1 );
Update grad info: vt ← βvt−1 + (1 − β) gt gt ;
√
Update: wt ← proxηλk·k1 (wt−1 − η · gt /( vt + e));
return wt ;

Algorithm 2. Prox-ADAM Algorithm
Input: a learning rate η, a safeguard parameter e > 0, β 1 , β 2 ∈ [0, 1): decay rates
Initialize the weight vector w ∈ R p ;
m0 ← 0 (Init. 1st moment vector);
v0 ← 0 (Init. 2nd moment vector);
t ← 0 (Init. timestep);
while wt not converged do
t ← t + 1;
Compute a minibatch gradient: gt ← gB (wt−1 );
Update 1st moment: mt ← β 1 mt−1 + (1 − β 1 ) gt ;
Update 2nd moment: vt ← β 2 vt−1 + (1 − β 2 ) gt gt ;
Bias correction 1st: m̂t ← mt /(1 − pow( β 1 , t));
Bias correction 2nd: v̂t ← vt /(1 − pow( β 2 , t));
√
Update: wt ← proxηλk·k1 (wt−1 − η · m̂t /( v̂t + e));
return wt ;
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2.4. Retraining
Once we have obtained a sparse model via sparse coding, we can consider an optional step to train
the weights again without any regularization, starting from the previously trained weight values, while
excluding the zero-valued weights from training. This type of retraining is known as debiasing [57],
which can be used to remove the unwanted reduction of weight values due to regularization. It has
been shown that debiasing can improve the quality of estimation [58], although it may undo some
desired effect of regularization, e.g., the reduction of distortion caused by noise [59]. Our methods work
well without retraining, but our experiments show that retraining can achieve further compression
without sacrificing prediction accuracy.
3. Accelerated OpenCL Operations
In order to perform forward and backward computations of deep neural networks in an
accelerated manner, we must use an efficient representation of sparse weight matrices, which can
be also stored in a compact form to reduce memory footprint. In the previous research, sparse data
structure and matrix operations have not been discussed fully enough [23–25], due to the difficulty
of using sparse matrix operations efficiently on GPUs. Therefore, implementations and testing were
performed mainly on CPUs [23,24], or some vendor-specific support was used, e.g., the cuSPARSE
library, which is not an open-source software and available only for NVIDIA hardware [25].
In this section, we discuss the details how we implement sparse weight matrices and efficient
sparse matrix operations for training deep neural networks with sparse coding, making use of our
proposed algorithms. We base our discussion on the OpenCL-Caffe [60] software, an OpenCL-capable
version of the favorite open source deep learning software Caffe [61]. We used OpenCL-Caffe with an
open source OpenCL back-end library called ViennaCL [62], which provides efficient implementations
of basic linear algebra operations and some of the sparse matrix functionality.
3.1. Compressed Sparse Matrix
In Section 2, we discussed how we could apply sparse coding to fix the values of irrelevant
learning weights of DNNs at zero. However, if the zero values are explicitly stored in memory, the
model will use the same amount of memory as the original model without compression. That is,
for model compression, we need a special data structure to store only the nonzero weight values in
GPU memory.
For our implementation, we have considered several popular formats, in particular, DIA, ELL,
CSR, and COO matrix formats to store the sparse weight matrices [63] (see Figure 1 for comparisons of
the formats). Among these, DIA is suitable for the case when nonzero values are at a small number of
diagonals, and ELL is for the case when matrix rows have similar numbers of nonzero entries. Since
there is usually no particular pattern of zero entries in weight matrices produced by sparse coding, we
have concluded that these formats are unsuitable.
The compressed sparse row (CSR) format is probably the most popular format for representing
unstructured sparse matrices. This format stores column indices and nonzero values in indices
and data, respectively, while in ptr it stores the indices where new rows begin. Compared to DIA
and ELL, the CSR format can store variable numbers of nonzeros in rows efficiently. The coordinate
(COO) format is similar to CSR, but operations on COO can be made simpler as it also stores row
indices in row for every nonzero entry. The extra storage required by COO for the row indices
appears to be less economical than CSR, as our target platforms include small embedded systems.
Therefore, we conclude that the CSR format will be the best for representing compressed sparse weight
matrices in small, GPU-enabled devices. In ViennaCL, the CSR format is implemented as the C++ class
compressed_matrix, and we have adapted this class to implement our new matrix operations for
forward/backward passes of deep neural networks.
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Matrix:



1
0

A=
5
0

7
2
0
6

0
8
3
0


0
0

9
4

Compressed Matrix Representations:
(i) DIA format:


∗
∗
data = 
5
6

1
2
3
4


7
8
 , offsets = [−2 0 1]
9
∗

(ii) ELL format:


1
2
data = 
5
6

7
8
3
4



0
∗
1
∗
 , indices = 
0
9
1
∗

1
2
2
3


∗
∗

3
∗

(iii) CSR format:
row_ptrs = [ 0 2 4 7 9 ]
col_indices = [ 0 1 1 2 0 2 3 1 3 ]
elements = [ 1 7 2 8 5 3 9 6 4 ]

(iv) COO format:
row = [ 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 ]
indices = [ 0 1 1 2 0 2 3 1 3 ]
data = [ 1 7 2 8 5 3 9 6 4 ]
Figure 1. Compressed matrix representation of a simple matrix A. The entries marked by ∗ are padding
entries ([64], Figure 2).

3.2. Sparse Matrix Multiplication in OpenCL
For training a deep neural network, we need efficient sparse matrix operations to deal with the
compressed sparse weight matrices in the CSR format. To simplify notations, let us use W to denote
the sparse weight matrix that coordinates the transfer between two consecutive DNN layers, we call
the bottom and the top layers (bottom → top is the forward pass direction). Denoting by XB and XT
the input from the bottom layer and the output to the top layer respectively and following the shapes
and orders of matrices according to the original implementation of Caffe, we can summarize the matrix
multiplications needed for the forward and the backward propagation steps as follows:
Forward : XT ← XB W 0 (dense×compressed0 ),
Backward :

∂Loss
∂Loss
←
W (dense×compressed).
∂XB
∂XT
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Here, XB and ∂Loss
∂XT are typically dense matrices, and therefore we essentially need two types
of operations: dense×compressed0 (D × C 0 in short), where 0 is the matrix transpose operation, and
dense×compressed (D × C in short). Unfortunately, these operations are not available in the current
version of ViennaCL (accessed on 19 October 2018): there exist C × D and C × D0 operations in ViennaCL,
so we could use a workaround (C × D0 )0 = D × C0 , but this requires extra memory space for transposing
the result of C × D0 . Furthermore, such a workaround is not available for D × C since (D × C)0 = C0 × D0 ,
and the transpose operation for compressed sparse matrices (C0 ) is not available in ViennaCL. As a
solution, we provide two new dense-compressed matrix multiplications accelerated by OpenCL.
3.2.1. Dense × Compressed0
In our implementation, this operation is used for computing forward propagation. This operation
is well suited for GPU acceleration, since the compressed matrix stores nonzero elements rowwise,
where we access the nonzero elements stored in the compressed matrix in a rowwise fashion to
compute the inner product between a row of the dense matrix and a column of the compressed0 matrix.
Figure 2 shows a sketch of the operation and our OpenCL kernel code to perform this multiplication on
GPUs: an OpenCL thread group is assigned to each row of Dmat (dense matrix), and multiple threads
in the group will handle the assigned columns, one thread per column. For each (row, col) pair, an
inner product between the row in Dmat and the column in Cmat0 (compressed0 ) will be computed. In
our discussion hereafter, we assume that Dmat and result matrices are stored in a rowwise fashion.
The column memory access of Cmat0 equals to the row access of Cmat, and therefore we can use
Cmat_row_ptrs to enumerate the nonzero elements corresponding to the variable col. Each thread
can access only the required nonzero elements in consecutive memory locations, and therefore thread
memory access will be coalesced, leading to efficient parallelism on GPUs.
thread
(col)
coalesced

Cmat_elements

thread_group
(row)

Dmat

⋯

×
Cmat 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Z69U7Oz4mBiKxDUuL8KZHKN85H0=">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</latexit>
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Cmat_col_indices

⋯
Cmat_row_ptrs

⋯

col col+1

// split work row to thread groups
for (unsigned int row = get_group_id(0); row < result_row_size; row += get_num_groups(0)) {
// split result cols between threads in a thread group
for (unsigned int col = get_local_id(0); col < result_col_size; col += get_local_size(0)) {
double r = 0;
unsigned int col_start = Cmat_row_ptrs[col]; // treat Cmat as it were transposed
unsigned int col_end = Cmat_row_indices[col+1];
for (unsigned int k = col_start; k < col_end; k++) {
unsigned int j = Cmat_col_indices[k];
double x = Dmat[row*Dmat_internal_cols + j];
double y = Cmat_elements[k];
r += x*y;
}
result[row*result_internal_cols + col] = r;
}}

Figure 2. OpenCL kernel for the Dense(Dmat) × Compressed(Cmat)0 operation.
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3.2.2. Dense × Compressed
This dense-compressed matrix operation is required for backward propagation. Unlike the
previous one, this operation is not ideally suited for GPU parallelism since the OpenCL kernel needs
to access the Cmat matrix columnwise, while the nonzero entries of the compressed matrix are stored
in a rowwise fashion. Unless we store an extra array for nonzero entries stored columnwise in the
compressed matrix data structure, it is unavoidable that the memory access pattern will not coalesce.
Still, we can design an OpenCL kernel to parallelize the computation for each (row, col) pair, as shown
in Figure 3.
thread
(col)
not coalesced

Cmat_elements

thread_group
(row)

Dmat

×
Cmat

Cmat_col_indices

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
Cmat_row_ptrs

// split work rows to thread groups
for (unsigned int row = get_group_id(0); row < result_col_size; row += get_num_groups(0)) {
// split result cols between threads in a thread group
for (unsigned int col = get_local_id(0); col < result_row_size; col += get_local_size(0)) {
double r = 0;
unsigned int row_idx = 0;
for (unsigned int k = 0; k < Cmat_nnz; k++) {
if(row_idx < (Dmat_col_size-1) && k == Cmat_row_indices[row_idx+1]) row_idx++;
if(col == Cmat_col_indices[k]) {
double x = Dmat[ row*Dmat_internal_cols + row_idx];
double y = Cmat_elements[k];
r+=x*y;
k = Cmat_row_indices[++row_idx]-1;
}
}
result[row*result_internal_cols + col] = r;
}}

Figure 3. OpenCL kernel for the Dense(Dmat) × Compressed(Cmat) operation.

3.3. Prox Operator in OpenCL
The proximal operator discussed in Section 2.2 can be performed in parallel since the outcome can
be computed elementwise, as shown in Equation (2). ViennaCL has a collection of kernels for matrix
unary elementwise operations, which provides a basis for implementing our own kernel. Our code in
Figure 4 assigns thread groups to rows and threads in groups to columns, similar to the two OpenCL
kernels we discussed above.
// split work rows to thread groups
for (unsigned int row = row_gid; row < result_row_size; row += get_num_groups(0)) {
// split result cols between threads in a thread group
for (unsigned int col = col_gid; col < result_col_size; col += get_local_size(0)){
__global double *elem = &A[row*result_col_size + col];
*elem = min(max(*elem-lambda*learning_rate,0.0),*elem+lambda*learning_rate);
}
}

Figure 4. OpenCL kernel for the proximal operator, where the matrix A contains wk − ηG (wk ).
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4. Experiments
To show the effectiveness of our compression method for deep neural networks, we tested our
method on four popular convolutional neural networks on image recognition tasks: (i) Lenet-5 on
the MNIST dataset [4] and (ii) AlexNet [1], (iii) VGG16 [5], and (iv) ResNet-32 [11] on the CIFAR-10
dataset [65]. In both datasets, we have used the original split of training and test data (MNIST
has 28 × 28 grey-scaled images with no. of train/test examples = 60k/10k, and CIFAR-10 has
32 × 32 color images with train/test = 50k/10k). We fixed the number of training updates to 60k
with a minibatch size of 128 (so that the effective number of example iterations will be 60k × 128) since
the number was large enough for the resulting neural networks to reached known top prediction
accuracy. We compared our proposed method based on `1 -regularized sparse coding (denoted by
SpC), to the existing pruning method [23] (denoted by Pru) based on thresholding and retraining and
the state-of-the-art method [33] (denoted by MM) based on the method of multipliers optimization
algorithm. To initialize weight values, we have used the initialization from He et al. [66], which is
known to work well with neural networks containing the ReLU activation.
Our implementation is available as open-source software (https://github.com/sanglee/caffe-mcopencl).
4.1. Comparison of Training Algorithms
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Our algorithms Prox-RMSProp (Algorithm 1) and Prox-ADAM (Algorithm 2) use random
initialization and random minibatch examples in weight updates. Furthermore, model compression
will impose statistical bias compared to the reference models without compression. Hence, it is natural
to expect some variation if we repeat training with different random seeds.
Here, we compare our two algorithms in order to investigate how much variation they will
exhibit in training, regarding test accuracy and compression rate (the ratio of the number of zero
entries to the total number of learning parameters). We have trained Lenet-5 (MNIST), AlexNet
(CIFAR-10), VGGNet (CIFAR-10), ResNet-32 (CIFAR-10) multiple times with different random seeds.
Amongst the experiments, our algorithms showed the most distinctive characteristics on VGGNet,
as shown in Figure 5. Overall, Prox-ADAM showed smaller variance in both test accuracy and
compression rate than Prox-RMSProp. This behavior is expected since the search directions produced
by Prox-ADAM is more stable than those of Prox-RMSProp: in the former, the direction is a composition
of a momentum direction (which brings stability) and a minibatch gradient direction, whereas in the
latter it is solely based on a noisy minibatch gradient. For this reason, we chose Prox-ADAM for the
rest of our experiments.

1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08
lambda

(b) Prox-ADAM

Figure 5. Comparison of our suggested algorithms (a) Prox-RMSProp and (b) Prox-ADAM, on VGGNet
training with the CIFAR-10 dataset. Prox-ADAM produced more stable trained models in terms of test
accuracy and compression rate.

0.0
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4.2. Compression Rate and Prediction Accuracy
In the training problem with sparse coding (1), we use the `1 -regularizer Ψ(w) = λkwk1 where
λ > 0 is a hyperparameter that determines the amount of compression (higher λ gives larger numbers
of zero entries in w and thereby higher compression rate).
Figure 6 shows test accuracy and compression rate of the four network-dataset pairs with respect
to the change of the λ parameter value, for our sparse coding approach (Figure 6a, SpC) and the
existing pruning approach (Figure 6b, Pru). The test accuracy values of the reference networks (trained
without sparse coding) are shown as the horizontal dotted lines. SpC: at small λ values, we can see
that the test accuracy of compressed models is usually better than that of the reference models. This
may happen when the reference model is overfitting the data and `1 regularization is mitigating the
effect. When the test accuracy values of the compressed models were similar to those of the reference
models (crossings of vertical and horizontal dotted lines), our method was able to remove about 90%
of the weights (one exception was ResNet-32, for which both Pru and SpC without retraining showed
poor compression). The plots also indicate that further compression will be possible if we are ready to
sacrifice prediction accuracy by a small margin. Pru: test accuracy values drop much more rapidly
as we increase the compression rate, compared to our sparse coding approach. Similar test accuracy
to the reference model has been achieved with about 40% of compression in case of Lenet-5, but no
compression was possible for AlexNet, VGGNet, and ResNet-32 if we wanted to achieve similar test
accuracy to the reference model.
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(b) Accuracy vs. Compression Rate (Pruning Approach: Pru)
Figure 6. Compression rate and test accuracy with respect to the change of the λ parameter value, for
(a) our sparse coding approach Spc and (b) the existing pruning approach. Higher λ values result in
more compression with a decrease in prediction accuracy. (a) Spc: using sparse coding, about 90% of
model parameters can be compressed achieving similar prediction accuracy to the reference models
(test accuracy is shown as the horizontal dotted lines, and their crossings with accuracy curves of
compressed models are marked as vertical dotted lines); (b) Pru: the existing pruning approach does
not compress the networks as much: about 40% compression for Lenet-5 but no compression for the
other networks at the similar accuracy level to the reference model.

4.3. The Effect of Retraining
Compressed models can be debiased by means of an extra training the compressed networks,
where the weights at the zero value are fixed and not updated during retraining. Figure 7 shows the
prediction accuracy of the neural networks at different compression rates, comparing models produced
by SpC and Pru, and their retrained versions, SpC(Retrain) and Pru(Retrain).
We can see that retraining is indeed a necessary step for the pruning approach (Pru) as previously
known [23], since otherwise compressed models show impractically low prediction performance. The
pruning method with retraining, Pru(Retrain), shows similar prediction accuracy to our sparse coding
method SpC (without retraining) up to a moderate compression rate. However, when the compression
rate is very high, our method SpC clearly outperforms Pru(Retrain). In addition, retraining improves
the prediction accuracy of our method SpC even further, especially when the compression rate is
very high, which can be seen from the solid and dotted vertical lines where SpC and SpC(Retrain),
respectively, achieve at least 99% of the reference accuracy with maximal compression. Therefore, for
our sparse coding method SpC, retraining can be used when we aim for very high compression.
Table 1 summarizes the compression and prediction results of all cases.
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Figure 7. The effect of retraining. The maximal compression rates where our methods SpC and
SpC(Retrain) achieve at least 99% of the reference prediction accuracy are indicated by vertical
lines (solid: SpC, dotted: SpC(Retrain)). Retraining is indeed required for Pru since otherwise high
compression rate is not possible to achieve good prediction performance. On the contrary, our method
SpC without retraining can achieve high accuracy at high compression. Retraining for SpC can be
considered when we aim for very high compression.
Table 1. Summary of network compression results. (Pru: network pruning, SpC: our method).
Network

Lenet-5

AlexNet

VGGNet

ResNet-32

Data
Ref. Accuracy

MNIST
98.61%

CIFAR-10
78.61%

CIFAR-10
84.88%

CIFAR-10
90.05%

Accuracy
Compression Rate
Accuracy
Compression Rate

37.01%
0.97 (29×)
98.19%
0.97 (33×)

11.24%
0.91 (10×)
42.67%
0.97 (35×)

10.00%
0.94 (15×)
10.00%
0.98 (51×)

89.76%
0.21 (1×)
88.16%
0.88 (8×)

Accuracy
Compression Rate
Accuracy
Compression Rate

97.78%
0.97 (32×)
98.29%
0.97(35×)

80.93%
0.91 (10×)
78.84%
0.98 (47×)

85.53%
0.94 (17×)
84.63%
0.98 (53×)

90.22%
0.21(1×)
89.22%
0.88 (8×)

Pru
Pru (Retrain)
SpC
SpC (Retrain)

4.4. Comparison to the State-of-the-Art Approach
We also compare our method to the state-of-the-art network pruning approach based on the
method of multipliers [33], which we refer to as MM. In this method, one first duplicates the learning
parameters w with an auxiliary variable θ, to convert the training regularization problem (1) into the
following constrained optimization problem:
min

w∈R p ,θ ∈R p

L(w) + αΨ(θ ), subject to w = θ,

(3)
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where L(w) = n1 ∑in=1 `(w; xi , yi ) is the total loss and Ψ(θ ) is a regularizer. Then MM constructs an
augmented Lagrangian function

L(w, θ, λ; µ) = L(w) +

µ
k w − θ k2 − λ T ( w − θ ) + Ψ ( θ ).
2

(4)

Here, λ ∈ R p is the Lagrange multipliers and µ > 0 is an auxiliary parameter. Then, MM iterates (i)
the minimization of L (in terms of w and θ in an alternating fashion) and (ii) a gradient ascent step of
L in λ, while driving µ → ∞.
Our approach has several benefits over the MM method. First, MM requires a pre-trained model
to start network pruning, whereas our method can start from random weights. Second, due to the
duplication of learning weights w ∈ R p by θ in Equation (3) and the introduction of the Lagrange
multipliers λ ∈ R p , MM requires about double amount of memory for training than our method (ours:
(w, ∇w L(w)) and MM: (w, ∇w L(w), θ, λ)). Third, the convergence of MM is quite sensitive to how we
control learning rates and the auxiliary parameter µ → ∞ in the augmented Lagrangian, where our
method has no such sensitivity.
Table 2 shows the comparison between our method SpC and the state-of-the-art method MM,
regarding two convolutional neural networks tested in the original paper [33]. Note that the
comparison would be more favorable to MM because MM is allowed (i) to start from the state-of-the-art
pretrained models and (ii) to use different solvers and auxiliary parameter control strategies as in the
original paper [33]. Nevertheless, our method SpC shows a competent compression performance even
though its compressed learning starts from random weight values.
Table 2. Comparison between our method SpC and the state-of-the-art MM. For MM, we used the
hyperparameters and the best pretrained models as a starting point following the original paper [33].
Note that our method SpC starts from random weights and does not require complicate control of the
auxiliary parameter µ.
Network (Data)

Lenet-5 (MNIST)

ResNet32 (CIFAR10)

Method

SpC

MM

SpC

MM

Pretrained Model
Solver
Aux. Parameter (µ)

Prox-Adam
-

Required (Test Acc = 99.1)
SGD with Momentum
9.76 × 10−5 (×1.1 per 4k iter)

Prox-Adam
-

Required (Test Acc = 92.28)
Nesterov
10−3 (×1.1 per 2k iter)

Accuracy
Compression Rate

97.25%
0.98

97.65%
0.98

89.22%
0.88

92.37%
0.85

Figure 8 shows the convergence behavior of SpC and MM. The compression is performed every
update in SpC and every 4k updates in MM, and therefore the compression rate convergence may
look smoother in MM (In fact, it is another tuning parameter in MM how often it performs weight
compression, and we found that the algorithm is quite sensitive to different choices). However, our
method SpC achieves the top compression rate and test accuracy much faster than MM. Therefore,
our method suits better for embedded systems where we can afford only a few thousand training
iterations due to time and energy constraints.
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Figure 8. Convergence behavior of the our method SpC (left) and the state-of-the-art MM (right) in
terms of compression rate and test accuracy on Lenet-5 (MNIST). Our method SpC reaches top accuracy
and compression much faster than MM. Note that the last iterations are 60k (SpC) and 120k (MM).

4.5. Performance on Embedded Systems
We also tested our suggested framework in an embedded system, which has a similar spec to
the Samsung Galaxy S7 smartphone (Seoul, Korea). Our test system has six-core 64-bit ARM CPU, 4
GB main memory, ARM Mali-T860 GPU, OpenCL 1.2 support, and Ubuntu 16.04 operating system.
In this case, we are interested in the inference time comparison between full reference models and
compressed models, since in the latter the weights are stored in a compact form and will be computed
with sparse matrix operations, and therefore some speedups can be expected.
Table 3 shows the results on the test embedded system, also making a comparison to the results
on a workstation with an NVIDIA GPU. Despite that we have achieved some speedup, it seems to fall
short considering the size of compressed models. One reason is that the compressed convolution filters
have irregular nonzero patterns for which full GPU acceleration is difficult. We plan to investigate this
issue further in our future research.
Table 3. Inference speedups by model compression (Lenet-5, MNIST).
GPU

NVIDIA GTX 1080 TI

Compression
Model Size

Yes
148 KB

Inference Time
Speed up

8572 ms

No
5.0 MB
16,977 ms
2×

ARM Mali-T860
Yes
148 KB

No
5.0 MB

506,067 ms 606,699 ms
1.2×

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an efficient model compression framework for deep neural networks
based on sparse coding with `1 regularization, proximal algorithms, debiasing, and compressed
computation of sparse weights using OpenCL. We believe that our method will be more versatile for
embedded system applications than the previous methods as it does not require a pre-trained model
as an input, while it can produce competent compressed models.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, S.L.; formal analysis, S.L. and J.L.; software, S.L. and J.L.;
writing—original draft preparation, S.L.; writing—review and editing, S.L.
Funding: This work was supported by the research fund of Hanyang University (HY-2017-N).
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Appendix A. Layer-Wise Compression Rate
Here, we check the compression rates of each layer of the three networks, Lenet-5, AlexNet,
and VGGNet when we apply our sparse coding methods SpC and SpC(Retrain). We chose the
regularization parameter value λ for each method so that the compressed models achieved at least
99% of the test accuracy of the reference model while maximizing compression rates among trials.
Tables A1–A4 show the results. We can again confirm our discussion in the previous experiments
that our method without retraining, SpC, provides superb compression rate being on par with the
reference model in prediction accuracy. SpC showed compression rates: Lenet-5 (96.9%), AlexNet
(90.65%), VGGNet (94.41%), and ResNet (20.67%). Further compression was also possible with
retraining. SpC(Retrain) showed compression rates: Lenet-5 (97.16%), AlexNet (97.88%), VGGNet
(98.13%), and ResNet (87.50%), while prediction accuracy values of compressed models were similar
or slightly improved from those of SpC. From the tables, we can also observe that the layers that are
near the input and the output layers are compressed less than the other layers in the middle. One
could use such information to redesign and optimize the architecture of the neural networks for better
computational efficiency.
Table A1. Layer-wise compression of lenet-5 (MNIST dataset). NNZ stands for number of non-zeros.
Methods

SpC

SpC(Retrain)

Layers

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

conv1
conv2
fc1
fc2

158/500
2101/25,000
10,804/400,000
270/5000

68.40% (3×)
91.60% (11×)
97.30% (37×)
94.60% (18×)

142/500
1750/25,000
10,045/400,000
280/5000

71.60% (3×)
93.00% (14×)
97.49% (39×)
94.40% (17×)

Total

13,333/430,500

96.90% (32×)

12,217/430,500

97.16% (35×)

Test Accuracy

0.9778 @ λ = 1.26

Ref: 0.9861

0.9829 @ λ = 1.28

Ref: 0.9861

Table A2. Layer-wise compression of AlexNet (CIFAR-10 dataset).
Methods

SpC

SpC(Retrain)

Layers

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

conv1
conv2
conv3
conv4
conv5
fc1
fc2
fc3

3922/7200
76,321/307,200
153,921/884,736
153,000/663,552
516,47/442,368
179,344/4,194,304
84,495/1,048,576
3701/10,240

45.53% (1×)
75.16% (4×)
82.60% (5×)
76.94% (4×)
88.32% (8×)
95.72% (23×)
91.94% (12×)
63.86% (2×)

2054/7200
19,464/307,200
27,757/88,4736
21,485/663,552
15,690/442,368
52,429/4,194,304
18,841/1,048,576
2329/10,240

71.47% (3×)
93.66% (15×)
96.86% (31×)
96.76% (30×)
96.45% (28×)
98.75% (79×)
98.20% (55×)
77.26% (4×)

Total

706,351/7,558,176

90.65% (10×)

160,049/7,558,176

97.88% (47×)

Test Accuracy

0.8093 @ λ = 1.03

Ref: 0.7861

0.7884 @ λ = 1.06

Ref: 0.7861

Table A3. Layer-wise compression of VGGNet (CIFAR-10 dataset).
Methods

SpC

SpC(Retrain)

Layers

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

conv1-1
conv1-2
conv2-1
conv2-2
conv3-1

1160/1728
18,904/36,864
47,497/73,728
87,314/147,456
133,402/294,912

32.87% (1×)
48.72% (1×)
35.58% (1×)
40.79% (1×)
54.77% (2×)

757/1728
9389/36,864
20943/73,728
30,040/147,456
40,039/294,912

56.19% (2×)
74.53% (3×)
71.59% (3×)
79.63% (4×)
86.42% (7×)
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Table A3. Cont.
Methods

SpC

SpC(Retrain)

Layers

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

conv3-2
conv3-3
conv4-1
conv4-2
conv4-3
conv5-1
conv5-2
conv5-3
fc1
fc2
fc3

120,094/589,824
94,612/589,824
164,660/1,179,648
133,944/2,359,296
59,355/2,359,296
16,749/2,359,296
10,769/2,359,296
10,987/2,359,296
4176/524,288
5915/1,048,576
508/10,240

79.64% (4×)
83.96% (6×)
86.04% (7×)
94.32% (17×)
97.48% (39×)
99.29% (140×)
99.54% (219×)
99.53% (214×)
99.20% (125×)
99.44% (177×)
95.04% (20×)

30,997/589,824
16,071/589,824
20,322/1,179,648
22,145/2,359,296
28,173/2,359,296
21,349/2,359,296
30,008/2,359,296
24,027/2,359,296
6072/524,288
4007/1,048,576
223/10,240

94.74% (19×)
97.28% (36×)
98.28% (58×)
99.06% (106×)
98.81% (83×)
99.10% (110×)
98.73% (78×)
98.98% (98×)
98.84% (86×)
99.62% (261×)
97.82% (45×)

Total

910,046/16,293,568

94.41% (17×)

304,562/16,293,568

98.13% (53×)

Test Accuracy

0.8553 @ λ = 1.02

Ref: 0.8488

0.8463 @ λ = 1.04

Ref: 0.8488

Table A4. Layer-wise compression of ResNet32 (CIFAR-10 dataset).
Methods

SpC

SpC(Retrain)

Layers

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

NNZ/Total Weights

Compression Rate

conv1
conv1-1-1
conv1-1-2
conv1-2-1
conv1-2-2
conv1-3-1
conv1-3-2
conv1-4-1
conv1-4-2
conv1-5-1
conv1-5-2
conv2-1-1
conv2-1-2
conv2-1-proj
conv2-2-1
conv2-2-2
conv2-3-1
conv2-3-2
conv2-4-1
conv2-4-2
conv2-5-1
conv2-5-2
conv3-1-1
conv3-1-2
conv3-1-proj
conv3-2-1
conv3-2-2
conv3-3-1
conv3-3-2
conv3-4-1
conv3-4-2
conv3-5-1
conv3-5-2
fc1

379/432
1844/2304
1870/2304
1874/2304
1873/2304
1847/2304
1872/2304
1874/2304
1852/2304
1859/2304
1835/2304
3700/4608
7316/9216
467/512
7292/9216
7325/9216
7394/9216
7371/9216
7323/9216
7368/9216
7265/9216
7303/9216
14,757/18,432
29,393/36,864
1815/2048
29,423/36,864
29,372/36,864
29,332/36,864
29,244/36,864
29,264/36,864
28,954/36,864
28,770/36,864
28,455/36,864
570/640

12.27% (1×)
19.97% (1×)
18.84% (1×)
18.66% (1×)
18.71% (1×)
19.84% (1×)
18.75% (1×)
18.66% (1×)
19.62% (1×)
19.31% (1×)
20.36% (1×)
19.70% (1×)
20.62% (1×)
8.79% (1×)
20.88% (1×)
20.52% (1×)
19.77% (1×)
20.02% (1×)
20.54% (1×)
20.05% (1×)
21.17% (1×)
20.76% (1×)
19.94% (1×)
20.27% (1×)
11.38% (1×)
20.19% (1×)
20.32% (1×)
20.43% (1×)
20.67% (1×)
20.62% (1×)
21.46% (1×)
21.96% (1×)
22.81% (1×)
10.94% (1×)

139/432
327/2304
337/2304
334/2304
341/2304
330/2304
322/2304
363/2304
344/2304
355/2304
326/2304
666/4608
1108/9216
225/512
1191/9216
1160/9216
1198/9216
1160/9216
1222/9216
1200/9216
1223/9216
1179/9216
2411/18,432
4281/36,864
638/2048
4399/36,864
4442/36,864
4427/36,864
4392/36,864
4450/36,864
4413/36,864
4469/36,864
4381/36,864
298/640

67.82% (3×)
85.81% (7×)
85.37% (6×)
85.50% (6×)
85.20% (6×)
85.68% (6×)
86.02% (7×)
84.24% (6×)
85.07% (6×)
84.59% (6×)
85.85% (7×)
85.55% (6×)
87.98% (8×)
56.05% (2×)
87.08% (7×)
87.41% (7×)
87.00% (7×)
87.41% (7×)
86.74% (7×)
86.98% (7×)
86.73% (7×)
87.21% (7×)
86.92% (7×)
88.39% (8×)
68.85% (3×)
88.07% (8×)
87.95% (8×)
87.99% (8×)
88.09% (8×)
87.93% (8×)
88.03% (8×)
87.88% (8×)
88.12% (8×)
53.44% (2×)

Total

368,452/464,432

20.67% (1×)

58,051/464,432

87.50% (8×)

Test Accuracy

0.9022 @ λ = 1.001

Ref: 0.9005

0.8922 @ λ = 1.005

Ref: 0.9005
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